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“In a world of increasing tension 
between a globalised economy 
and legal frameworks that have 
remained largely territorial, the 
need for common rules is not only 
desirable, it is a must.”

The Directorate for Legal Affairs (LEG) advises on legal, institutional and 
procedural aspects of the OECD’s activities and supports directorates 
in developing their outputs. It represents the Organisation in legal 
proceedings and provides legal support on contracts, co-operation and 
financing agreements, intellectual property, and financial and human 
resources issues.

The Directorate supports the Organisation-wide standard-setting review 
designed to ensure the relevance and impact of OECD standards. This 
exercise involves devising tools to keep standards updated in light 
of the changing policy environment, to better measure standards’ 
implementation and impact, and to extend their global reach.

In 2018, the Directorate also helped develop new standards on issues 
such as due diligence for responsible supply chains, sustainable 
lending and export credits, the strengthening of small and medium-
sized enterprises and entrepreneurship, and global events and local 
development. It plays an ongoing role in representing the OECD on anti-
corruption issues, including in the G20 Anti-Corruption Working Group.

The Directorate is the co-ordinator of accession discussions and in 
2018 oversaw the successful conclusion of the accession processes of 
Colombia and Lithuania. Throughout 2018, it continued to co-ordinate 
accession discussions with Costa Rica and provided significant legal 
support on partners’ adherence to OECD standards and participation in 
the Organisation’s bodies. 

Finally, the Directorate participates actively in a wide range of internal 
reform projects. These span from a new employment framework for 
officials to an enhanced protection of personal data across the OECD’s 
activities. n 
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